A comprehensive package of software has been developed to access nucleic acid and protein sequence databases on stand-alone IBM personal computers. The software combines keyword search on the annotation fields of the data with pattern matching algorithms on the biological sequences. Sequences containing complex sites like promoters or kink sites can be identified as well as sequences that are similar to a query sequence. Protein sequences with particular patterns of ami no acids such aa hydrophobic regions can be identified as well. Considering the relatively inexpensive hard disks now available, personal computers have become a cost-effective alternative to mainframe processing for sequence databases.
HENEMAN
The main program for scanning the databases is called GENEMAN. In order to perform a search the user must specify: (1) What database or subdatabase to access;
(2) What output to produce; (3) What search criteria to apply. Each of these choices is Blade from a separate menu.
pATABASE SELECTION
The program uses an index method to access complete databases or searches can be limited to subcategories specified by typing the name of a subindex file. Off-the-shelf subindex files are provided for standard phylogenetic categories. In addition, subindices can easily be created by users to fit their specific interests. Subindex file* are also used to specify a second search of the data entries identified in a first search.
OUTPUT OPTTONS
The GENEMAN program can send simultaneous output to the screen, to the printer, to single-sequence data files and to a multi-sequence file in database format (termed a subdatabase). Specification of which fields will be directed to which outputs are made by by a cursor oriented selection menu. The four available outputs are listed across the top and the fields of data art arrayed down the side. The cursor is moved to the desired intersection points to tag which fields are to go to which output. In this way any subset of fields can be directed to any medium. This flexible system allows the user to catalog and copy a database as well as to search it. In addition, the selective copy produced by the subdatabase option when indexed can also serve as an independent stand-alone database. If a database with fewer fields and/or fewer sequence entries is satisfactory, the user can save disk space by removing the original.
SEARCH CRITERIA
The GENEMAN program provides a specially designed query language that allows specification of searches for entries containing keyword matches in annotation fields, as well as sequences that contain a "site" in the sequence field.
The GENEMAN menu prompts the user for search terms one at a time so that the query language need not be memorized. After the first term has been entered the computer prompts for another term separated from the first by "or". A blank term causes the next connective to be " and " followed by more "or"i. The numerical entries in each row are the weights assigned to each residue at that position. The * means a residue is never allowed. In the case of a matrix, percent matches are scaled so In the latter case an anino acid similarity matrix is used to increase the sensitivity of the search. This matrix allows amino acid sequances that don't match exactly to recieve a score depending on their degree of relatedness. The standard matrix used is the PAM score matrix (4). Other matrices can be used that exploit the similarity of codons or the similarity of physical characteristics of the amino acids. The number of full alignments to be performed can be selected by the user.
SCAN RESULTS
After the first and second passes through the data, a ranked list of sequence names is presented on the screen in the order of match score. By use of the cursor keys the entire list may be inspected. Individual sequences or groups of sequences can be selected for further processing and inspection of the alignment. Sequences may be aligned, database entries displayed, individual sequences extracted from the database, and subindex files may be constructed from this option.
This output screen provides user interaction is most important for effective usa of the database program which is very difficult to predict in advance the number of sequences and the ranga of scores that will emerge from a given search. It is equally impractical to set an a priori acceptance criterion for significant match. Sometimes the best match found by the program will be completely insignificant. In other cases, less significant match scores will have great significance biologically. This can really be determined only by the investigator.
EXAMPLES
Two examples of the NUCSCAN and PROSCAN outputs are 
